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REGIONAL OVERVIEW

Asia is clearly destined to become the key world growth factor for the rest of this century; no other region has the capacity for
such growth by way of population, economic and geographic size and continental proximity to each other. Asia is defined as
the largest of the continents, bordering on the Arctic Ocean to the North, the Pacific Ocean to the West, the Indian Ocean to
the South, and the Mediterranean and Red Seas in the west. It includes the large peninsulas of Sri Lanka, Asia Minor, India,
Arabia, and Indochina and the island groups of Japan, Indonesia and the Philippines. 

The region contains the mountain ranges of the Hindu Kush, Himalayas, Pamirs, Tian Shan, Urals, and Caucasus, the great
plateaus of India, Iran, and Tibet, vast plains and deserts, and the valleys of many large rivers including the Mekong,
Irrawaddy, Indus, Ganges, Tigris, and Euphrates. 

In population terms it is approaching over 4 billion people in an area covering 44,391,162 sq. km (17,139,445 sq. miles). 
Most importantly it includes the world’s first and second most populated countries, China and India, and in addition to their
size, current, and future economic power are set to drive the region’s growth. Geographically, these two economic
powerhouses form the outer boundaries or ‘goal posts’ of the massive changes and growth that will occur within the Asian
developmental and economic ‘game’ in the coming decades The ASEAN countries lay in between these boundary markers.  

While in general, the ASEAN countries may be considered to be much smaller, and generally less economically developed, the
region has none the less seen consistent, strong growth over the last decade. Again while in the past the region has been less
stable politically, and offered varying levels of business infrastructure, probity, security and legal systems, the emergence of
such countries as Myanmar and Laos show that swift and major change is coming.

Asia and the Pacific (+6%) were up by 16 million arrivals in 2019, reaching a total of 240 million international tourists. South
Asia and South-East Asia (both +9%) benefited from strong intraregional demand, while growth was comparatively weaker in
North-East Asia (+4%) and Oceania (+0.3%), partly due to the temporary decline in the Japanese outbound market. However
as we note below this region will, as it has over the past 50 years, see continued growth particularly in the emerging middle
class with disposable income and an insatiable desire to travel.

ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

With the continued rise and growth of the two largest Asian tiger economies (India and China) there is no doubt that new
players in the IR market like Japan and being such a close neighbor, along with its surrounding Asian counterparts will benefit
significantly from their continued success stories. 

In looking at the principle that a ‘rising tide (economy) lifts all boats (countries),’ we can see that Asia, and its current collage
of big and small, wealthy and poor, and world leaders and followers have emerging economies that are both desperately
trying to catch up, and actively leading the world and the future looks to be very positive in this region.

The foreign exchange crisis in 1991 that induced India to pro-actively abandon its decades of inward-looking socialism and
begin to adopt economic reforms has converted the once-lumbering elephant into the latest Asian tiger. India’s gross domestic
product (GDP) growth rate has averaged over 8 percent in the last decade, and per capita income has shot up from $844 to
$3,163 from 1980 to 2019. India is also beginning to reap a big demographic dividend at the same time as China starts aging,
and it is quite possible that India could overtake China’s in growth in the next decade or so. 

Asia is clearly destined to become the key world growth market for the rest of this century.  No other region has the capacity
for such growth by way of population, economic and geographic size and continental proximity to each other. 

OVERVIEW GAMING SE ASIA

REGIONAL PROGRAM DEFINITIONS

Premium Mass (PM)

Premium mass-market players account for the top of the mass market, playing at higher denominations than the market
average. They yield high margins because they don’t require the casinos to pay commissions to junket operators. PM players
join and play on the properties Loyalty Rewards Program earning points to have RFB comped and airfares reimbursed.

Premium Direct (PD)

Premium Direct is an in-house VIP program offered to players recruited by the company’s International marketing team with
credit being extended by the casino operator rather than via junket partners. Players earn cash rebates based on the level of
turnover they achieve during a 3-4 day visit. Normal rebate rates are 0.5% rebate and 0.2% used toward RFB costs. Player
win/loss does not factor into this program.

Non Negotiable Rolling Commission (NN)

Rolling Chip Turnover is used to determine the amount wagered through collating the aggregate amount of non-negotiable
chips players purchased. Bets are wagered with “non-negotiable chips” and winning bets are paid out in “cash” chips. “Non-
negotiable chips” are specifically designed for junkets to allow the casino operator to calculate the commission payable to
junket agents. Commissions are paid based on the total amount of “non-negotiable chips” purchased by each player. Junket
agents require the players to “roll” by placing bets with “non-negotiable” chips and through winning getting paid by “cash ”
chips for further purchase through the cage of non-negotiable chips (hence the term “Rolling Chip Turnover”). An expanded
overview of this program can be found later in this study.

KEY REGIONAL IR METRICS

Listed in the chart below are the leading regional property metrics outside of Macau. In terms of volatility all properties

relying on Junket and VIP business to drive revenues will be at risk. As an example a leading IR property located on South

Korea's Jeju Island which includes a foreigner only casino, when opened in February 2018, reported a first 6 months GGR of

$307 Million, that since turned into a year end result of $85 Million. The main reasons being poor win/loss results, lower head

count due to issues with China and other mitigating factors associated with player credit collection issues. 

Marketing strategies are common throughout the region, basically open low key offices in locations in target markets
(particularly in China) recruit personnel who have agent relationships and offer rolling commission and Premium Direct
programs that meet the market needs. 

Premium Direct programs target the players directly, the upside is lower commissions payable, the downside is having to

extend credit and take on the bad debt risks. There is a definite overlap of the target markets and players as all properties

are going after the same groups and in the end it all comes down to what program dynamics you are prepared to offer and

how much credit you’re prepared to risk. Long story short, the Junket and VIP business is challenging and can be difficult to

manage as maintaining player volumes will always be key.

CAMBODIA

Cambodia’s growing appeal as a regional destination should continue the strong business growth seen for NagaWorld, the

principal asset of Hong Kong-listed NagaCorp, which enjoys an exclusive casino license within a 200-kilometer radius of Phnom

Penh. 

The property is substantial by regional standards—with the addition of Naga World 2 hotel rooms have increased from 660 to

1658 rooms, 1,700 electronic gaming machines and 350 live table games, 15 food & beverage outlets, a nightclub, a spa,

25,000 square meters of meeting space—and there are no statutory limits on gaming capacity.  Vietnamese players account

for an estimated 35% of main floor revenues but junket play, most of it Malaysian, is an increasingly important part of the

mix.  NagaWorld has company sales offices in Ho Chi Minh City and Bangkok.

The expansion of Cambodia’s casino industry has continued apace into 2020 this was particularly so in the southern province of

Sihanoukville. Much of the investment, into the southern coastal town, has been driven by Mainland China under Beijing’s “one

belt, one road” initiative. The Cambodian government issued a further 13 casino licenses in the first four months of 2019,

taking the total to 163. Currently only 51 are in operation, with the rest either under construction or having ceased

operations. Out of the total, 91 were issued for the province of Sihanoukville. Tourism arrivals were up 10.7 percent last year

to 6.2 million, with the fastest growth from China, which saw a gain of 32.6 percent. 

International Monetary Fund assistance coupled with domestic infrastructure improvements were highlighted with the

expansion of the international airport in Phnom Penh. This given a broader reach into markets outside Southeast Asia,

including more direct flight connections with mainland China. 

Cambodia also has around 68 small casinos and slot parlors concentrated around the towns of Poipet and Pailin along the

border with Thailand, where gambling is illegal, and in Bavet, bordering Vietnam, where casinos are off limits to locals. These

properties operate with little or no regulation.

MALAYSIA

Resorts World Genting’s flagship property is in Genting Highlands, about an hour from the capital city.  Together with a pair of

resort hotels in Langkawi on the Andaman Sea in the northwest and in Kijal on the South China Sea coast, these account for

more than 60% of the company’s global revenues and 90% of EBITDA.  Genting Highlands—a complex of 8,000 rooms and

suites in five hotels, theme parks and other family-oriented attractions, more than 100 food outlets, shops, an 18-hole golf

course and MICE space—generated RM2.04 billion in EBITDA last year (US$688.2 million) on RM5.48 billion (US$1.85 billion)

in revenue.

It recorded more than 24 million visitors in 2018, primarily Malaysians, followed by Singaporeans and Indonesians and lesser

numbers of Thai, Vietnamese, Chinese and Indians.  More than 70% of visitors are day-trippers, an indication that Casino de

Genting, the resort’s collection of themed gaming venues containing 3,000 slot machines and electronic table games and 500

live tables across 200,000 square feet, is a big draw, if not the biggest.

Similar to NagaWorld the company has a national gambling monopoly.  This allows the company to market itself as more than

the low-rollers paradise it is perceived to be and to spend more aggressively to attract high-limit players from the wider

region. 

THE PHILIPPINES

All gaming in the Philippines is governed and regulated by the Philippines Amusement and Gaming Corporation (“PAGCOR”). At

about US$4 billion in annual revenues, the Philippines is looking to secure its position as Asia’s third-largest casino market, and

the next two years could see it competing with Singapore for second place as resort development at the government-owned

Entertainment City complex in Manila reaches critical Premium Direct/Premium Mass.

Gaming and IR growth in the Philippines is about economic development and jobs for a nation that needs them badly. Tourism

accounts for about 10% of employment in a country where 55% of the economy relies on services and the jobless rate is the

highest in Southeast Asia.  The goal is fourteen million tourist arrivals by 2020 or about double last year’s figure. It could

mean more than 3.5 million jobs, according to official projections.

Real growth began to take shape with the opening of the Solaire Resort Casino, Entertainment City’s first mega resort.  The

property is a premium facility that includes 1,200 electronic gaming machines and 295 table games, 800 rooms and suites and

an array of fine dining and casual restaurants.

Melco Crown’s City of Dreams opened next with 1,000 hotel rooms and suites and 1,900 electronic gaming devices and 350

table games, together with a vibrant assortment of non-gaming attractions.

Okada Manila just recently opened sections of its new property; the end game is to have 500 gaming tables, 3,000 electronic

gaming devices and 1,000 hotel rooms.  Still to be built and the last to open will be Resorts World Bayshore, backed by

Travelers International Hotel Group, a joint venture between Genting Hong Kong and the Philippines’ Alliance Global Group,

who are the developers and operators of Resorts World Manila just a few miles away at Ninoy Aquino International Airport. 

These developments have been predicated on friendly gaming revenue tax rates of 17% on VIP revenue and an effective 27%

tax rate on Premium Direct/Premium Mass market gaming revenue, higher than Singapore’s blended 16%, but substantially

lower than Macau’s 29% and Vietnam’s rate of 35%.

The Philippine population of 97 million is almost three times that of Singapore, Malaysia, and Macau combined, presenting

sizeable onshore potential for the higher-margin Premium Direct/Premium Mass market segment.

Prior to these mega resort developments, the market consisted of thirteen or so small casinos and a couple dozen slot clubs

operated by PAGCOR, along with two private licensees, Panama-based Thunderbird Resorts and Macau’s Jimei Group, which

operated three casinos between them.

SINGAPORE

In 2007, Singapore issued casino licenses to Genting Singapore Plc and Las Vegas Sands to operate one gaming resort each,

namely Resorts World Sentosa and Marina Bay Sands.  Resorts World operates 500 gaming tables, 2,400 slots/ETGs and a

large number of restaurant and entertainment options.  The casino at Marina Bay Sands encompasses more than 15,000

square meters of gaming space spread over four levels.  The casino operates 600 table games, more than 1,500 slots and a

wide array of dining options.

In terms of arrivals into Singapore, a recent marketing drive by the Singapore Tourism Board reported that a growing number

of Chinese visitors are helping Singapore’s tourism sector recover; this in turn is growing gaming revenues for both casinos. 

A total of 5.53 million tourists visited Singapore in the first four months of 2018, up by 14.1% year-on-year, according to data

from the Singapore Tourism Board (STB).  The strong pickup in tourist numbers has been driven by arrivals of Chinese

visitors, a customer segment that has recovered since mid-2016, after earlier declines.

The number of visitors from China increased by 53.2% year-on-year in the four months through April 2018 to 1.02 million.

They accounted for 18.4% of the aggregate number of visitors to Singapore in that period, meaning China overtook Indonesia

as Singapore’s largest single source market for tourists.

The Singapore government announced that it would be investing SGD$700 million (US$521.8 million) during the period 2018

to 2020, in order to boost tourism to the city state.

SOUTH KOREA

More than 900,000 Chinese players visited South Korea’s foreigners-only casinos last year, a market comprised of 16

properties and worth in excess of KRW1.25 trillion in revenues (US$1.13 billion).

South Korea is capturing about 5% of China’s overseas tourism currently and expects that to grow to 10% by 2020, which

would be around 10 million consumers.  Gaming is showing annual growth rates in the low double digits on the strength of

visitation from the People's Republic of China (“PRC”) that has grown an average of 24% a year since 2009, very much in line

with government’s vision of the country’s potential as a hub of the Asian travel and leisure boom.

Paradise Group, which together with government-owned Grand Korea Leisure controls about 90% of the foreigners-only

market, expects four million Chinese to be visiting Korean casinos by 2020.  Paradise Group also developed the recently

opened the US$600 million foreigners-only venue on Yeongjong Island in the Incheon Free Economic Zone (“FEZ”) in the

northwest of the country, about 50 kilometers from Seoul. 

The Incheon FEZ is one of six the government has launched to encourage domestic and foreign investors to think about Korea

in a big way with substantial tax breaks, subsidies and other incentives.  The gaming industry sees Incheon’s as the most

promising because it is home to the country’s principal airport and its proximity to China, about two hours by air from Beijing

and ninety minutes from Shanghai. 

The only casino in South Korea that allows residents to play is Kangwon Land who last year posted GGR of $1.35 billion. The

publicly owned casino that opened in the remote northeastern highlands to provide a lift for a down-at-the-heels former coal

mining region.  Though operated as a non-profit, Kangwon Land has proven to be incredibly successful.  Despite its distance

from Seoul (three to four hours by express bus) and limits on visitation (15 days per month) and daily wagers (US$275), the

casino reports 10,000 customers a day, far more than it has actual room for, and the annual revenues from its 960 slots and

160 tables have tended to exceed those of all the tourist casinos combined. The casino operator has been under political

pressure to moderate the growth of its revenue. Kangwon Land has since April 1 reduced its daily opening hours, following an

order of the South Korean government. The property does offer a VIP program but the terms are kept strictly secret for

reasons known only to the casino management.

In the southern end of the country is the self-governing island of Jeju in the Korea Strait.  Jeju is the country’s only “special

autonomous province,” which affords it a great deal of independence from the central government in areas like foreign direct

investment. Jeju has suffered from a reputation for so-called “black casinos” that don’t play honest across the board. Although

through improved governance and regulatory oversight, the stigma of dishonest casinos still plays in the markets. In February

2018, Landing International opened their $1.5 billion property and for the first 6 months reported an impressive $307 million

in GGR. However that result has retreated to a reported GGR for 2018 of $180 million for the year, due to lower headcounts,

poor table results and an inability to collect outstanding player debts. 

Jeju used to be a popular destination for Japanese tourists, and it was an important stop for the Taiwanese before it became

possible to fly direct from Taiwan into mainland China.  Japan’s players have since migrated to the Philippines and to Grand

Korea Leisure’s market-leading Seven Luck casinos in Seoul and Busan, and Jeju’s eight venues, which include two Paradise

casinos, have been left with not much of a growth story to tell. South Korea’s Lotte Tours is developing a Jeju counterpart to

Singapore’s modern landmark Marina Bay Sands. Jeju Dream Tower will be the island’s tallest building with 38 story twin

towers, given permission to rise three times the usual height limit meant to preserve views of Mount Halla. The integrated

resort will feature Asia’s largest Grand Hyatt with 1,600 suites measuring at least 65 square meters (700 square feet) and

South Korea’s biggest outdoor pool deck, smack in the middle of Jeju City, minutes from the airport that’s due to double its

capacity by 2025.

The number of visitors from the PRC to Jeju had grown from about 90,000 a decade ago to more than one million.  However

in 2017 political tensions with Beijing over deployment of the THAAD missile defense system drastically cut visitor arrivals

from mainland China, but, in the long run, geography works in Jeju’s favor. Shanghai is just 55 minutes away by air, and

Beijing, as well as Tokyo, within two and a half hours. Jeju has appeared on a survey by China’s Global Times as one of the

country’s three favorite resort islands along with Hawaii and the Maldives.  Recently China’s Travel Weekly named it its top

honeymoon destination. 

VIETNAM 

Gaming activities in Vietnam are currently restricted to foreigners and residents who possess foreign passports except in two

approved locations, Van Don Province in the North and Phu Quoc Island in the South.  In late December 2016 the Prime

Minister, Nguyen Xuan Phuc, announced that the Politburo, the decision-making body of the ruling Communist Party, had

granted permission for Vietnamese citizens to gamble. The basics of the decree allows locals over 21 years old with a monthly

income of at least VND10 million ($45) to enter the casino and gamble. The Government further advised that under a three-

year pilot program, two approved locations approved to allow locals gaming, these being the casino integrated resort built by

Vingroup on Phu Quoc Island and the still to be built development located in the Van Don Special Economic Zone near the

Chinese border.

A full-service casino in addition to locals play, will allow the property to target wealthy visitors from China and other countries

as well enter into relationships with junket operators.  Currently, there are eight full-service casino-resorts operating in

Vietnam as well as a number of gaming lounges that offer a limited number of electronic gaming devices.  

Gaming demand for any resort casino in Vietnam will derive from six key segments: 1) Viet Q (residents with foreign

passports), 2) hotel guests staying at the property, 3) tourists staying at other hotels in the market, 4) Premium

Direct/Premium Mass customers who are gaming customers that are induced to visit the property’s casino though the casino’s

player development program, 5) JUNKET customers, and 6) locals. 

The market in Vietnam predominately consists of players from China, Taiwan, Korea and Vietnam, and local and foreign

passport holding Vietnamese.  The casinos in Danang are arguably the most successful in terms of generating casino revenue

with up to 20 charter flights arriving each week from China.  Ho Tram Resort Casino on the other end of the scale, located 90

minutes’ drive south of Ho Chi Minh City and the only 5-star integrated resort in Vietnam generates very little gaming and

hotel revenue.  

The six small slot cubs in Ho Chi Minh City, generate an estimated $15 million per month in Gross Gaming Revenue (GGR).

The main players in this market are Korean, Chinese, local Vietnamese and Taiwanese. 

REGIONAL FLIGHT TIME COMPARISONS 

This chart details flight times from the key market locations of Shanghai and Beijing to major regional IR locations.

As an introduction and for orientation and guidance purposes only, this next section details the regions competitive operating
environments.

GAMING SPEND PER PLAYER

Looking at published Premium Direct/Premium Mass revenues generated from PRC players, the following tables details
Premium Direct/Premium Mass revenues from a average sized Macau property that could, if managed properly, likely be
delivered in regional properties similar in business model structure:

The above data details good examples of the potential of the PRC market, particularly the ones that go overseas to play.
There are no concrete third party data on the average theoretical/actual win on junket players, as the players are controlled
by the agents.  The amount of buy-in and play are not linked with individual players.

It is understood that 2% of this company’s Premium Direct/Premium Mass premium players (non junket) who go to Macau
generate 47% of their segment gaming revenue with an average trip win of $4,579.
For the high end direct premium, the average annual theoretical win per person is $677,419. Assuming the average player
makes six visits a year to Macau, the average trip win is $112,903.

INCENTIVE PROGRAM MODELS SE ASIA

For any western operator looking to enter the complex world of Asia gaming, it is absolutely critical for owners and senior

management to make every effort to understand the many cultural differences, and economics of how incentive programs

work and function throughout Asia. Detailed in this section are explanations of what Rolling and associated commission

programs are, the economics and an introduction (not to be confused with online) to the rapidly growing Proxy Phone betting

solution now in play across large parts of the region. Proxy betting is not allowed in Singapore or Macau it is permitted in

South Korea. Proxy betting has been included in this study due to the impact it delivers on bottom line returns and as such

should be considered in the overall mix.

NON NEGOTIABLE ROLLING PROGRAM, COMMISSIONS & ECONOMICS

As an introduction to non-negotiable chip rolling and how commissions are earned, this section will act as a basic introduction

to the mechanics of a non-negotiable chip rolling program.

Rolling commission is received (earnt) whenever a player wagers non-negotiable chips and winning bets are paid with cash

chips. On average, a player’s chip rolling or number of turns is approximately 7 - 8 times that of his/her principle buy-in

amount. For example, a player that purchases $500,000 in non-negotiable chips will often roll a total of $3.5 million. If the

commission rate is 1.25%, the rolling commission on this is $43,750. The more non-negotiable chips a player purchases, the

more commission collected.

The definition of a “negotiable” chip (cash chip) means that it can be redeemed at the casino cage for cash. NO rolling

commission is paid or accrued for players that wager with Cash Chips, regardless of whether the players wins or loses.

The definition of a “non-negotiable “chip (dead chip) means that it cannot be exchanged at the cage for cash. The chips have

an expressed monetary value but they must be played across the casino table games (baccarat).

Rolling commission is when the group or player purchases non-negotiable chips with cash chips from the cage, the process is

called chip rolling. This is where rolling commission is produced. The chip rolling amount is equal to the total non-negotiable

chips that the player or group purchases with cash chips. For example, if the player or group purchases $20k in non-negotiable

chips, this equates to chip rolling of $20k.

Once the player or group have finished playing and are ready to go home, the rolling commission total will be calculated

AFTER the player or group returns all of the remaining non-negotiable chips on hand to the cage. Example: Total chip rolling is

$100k and the player holds $20k in non-negotiable chips. $100k - $20k = $80k net chip rolling.

Rolling programs using non-negotiable chips are designed specifically for VIP groups and approved junket agents. This is in

order to have an undisputed calculation of the commissions that VIP groups earn as a whole (not necessarily individuals)

during a visit.

NON NEGOTIABLE ROLLING COMMISSIONS

For the casino operator and junket agents, this model is simple to use and simple to manage.  The downside for the casino

operator is that the casino has to pay commissions despite tables losing.   Also rolling commission programs will mean

margins for the casino are wafer thin as this example will show:

Baccarat

Theoretical Win Ratio 2.5% - due to the number of turns required through the cage we use a higher hold %

Rolling Commission 1.5%

RFB 0.1%

Gaming Tax 16% (16 divided by2.5%) = 0.15%

Gross margin Before Other Expenses (2.5%) - (1.5%) - (0.1%) - (0.15%) = 0.75%

REVENUE SHARING

Using this model, the game volatility is shared between the casino and agent.  Revenue share splits throughout the region

vary wildly. In Macau the most common range is 40/60 of GGR in favor of the agent whereas in other jurisdictions like Korea,

Vietnam and Cambodia, the range can be as high as 70/30 GGR in favor of the agent. The downside for the casino is slimmer

house margins, only bigger agents with sufficient liquidity can handle this model.

TABLE LEASING

There were two forms of Table/Room Leasing until the commencement of intense competition in Macau.  The first is where the

casino owner would lease the space usually in the form of an empty shell to the agent, which in turn would fit it out to their

own design.  The casino provides the casino operating staff the service and F&B, whereby the revenue is shared. The second

form of table/leasing is where the agent will lease individual tables or rooms and in return for the lease payment, has 100% of

the table return.  This second form is more prevalent outside of Macau, in places such as Cambodia and Philippines where the

operating payrolls are low and the fixed income suits the casino owner. 

For the casino operator this model is the simplest to administer, and has a guaranteed revenue stream, however, there is no

profit upside.  Table and room leasing is an outdated model, used only by small casinos outside of Macau.

While agent commissions in Macau have been capped at 1.25%, in reality that cap has been circumvented in two ways:

•    The cap is set at 1.15% cash + 0.1% in comps; however, discounted room rates and F&B have increased the actual            

   rebates to the junket agents;

•    Revenue sharing arrangements where the agents share the volatility of the table results with the house, with the              

     resultant equivalent in commission percentage retailed in the table below is now the norm.

A 1.25% rolling commission is no longer the dominant market rate in Macau with Rev Share arrangements accounting for a

significant bulk of the agents operations.  The highest rebate rate in Macau is 1.52%.

Looking at the break-down of junket agent business in Macau, rolling vs. non-rolling business is 95/5 whilst Rev Share vs.

Commission is 70/30.

To get a better understanding of Asia rolling commissions and the associated casino margin, the detailed table below provides

a good insight:

The chart below highlights the high costs associated with rolling commissions programs, and the impact they have on net GGR

and house margins. The chart shows that where possible, commission levels should be kept around the Macau level of 1.25 %

with the possibility of a revenue sharing agreement up to 40% equating to 1.8% (on house edge of 2.85%). In any event, all

costs are charged back to the player/agent operator so it is up to them to control the costs. Column 1 refers to the initial front

money (deposit) made by the junket or player. The next column details the number of times the front money is turned over, in

this example 6 times. The remaining columns are self-evident and show the variance that each level of commission from

1.25% to 1.8% has on net GGR and house margins.

Almost all the commission/rebate is given to the player or agent in the form of cash. A small portion of that, usually 0.1% of

rolling turnover is used to help cover the player or agents group expenses e.g., hotel accommodation, F&B, airport transfers

and any other transportation costs while on property, and airfare, thus keeping some of that business in house.

The advantage of using this method to help cover these costs is:

1.    Players/Agents control their own costs;

2.    Allows tiered programs;

3.    Minimizes the practice and inefficiencies of cross-subsidizing whereby the smaller players are carried or subsidized by the

bigger players.

PREMIUM PLAYER ECONOMICS

Premium Direct is an in-house VIP program offered to players recruited by the company’s International marketing team with

credit being extended by the casino operator rather than via junket partners. Players earn cash rebates based on the level of

turnover they achieve during a 3-4 day visit. Normal rebate rates are 0.5% rebate and 0.2% used toward RFB costs. Player

win/loss does not factor into this program. Premium Direct players constitute less than 10% of the Macau gaming market. 

The high-end Premium Direct players play and obtain commission on a rolling chip basis whereas the Premium Mass play for

comps and points on cash chip basis.

The highest level of the direct premium play program is usually set at 0.2-0.15% below the rolling commission rate, whatever

that may be.  

A premium direct player program rolling program is normally aligned very closely with what a junket agent would offer their

clients, and is a percentage point below theirs in order to let them maintain their margin.

The difficulties with premium direct players is obviously the bad debt risk from credit extended to players and the funds

transfer channels. 

PROXY/PHONE BETTING

EPA has written and delivered a detailed and informative White Paper on Proxy/Phone betting. This document can be accessed

via out website of following this link: Proxy/Phone Betting White Paper

About Euro Pacific Asia Consulting Ltd (EPA)

Since 2001, EPA an internationally recognised consulting firm serving the casino gaming, digital, social gaming, eSports,

hospitality and BlockChain Industries. The Company has representative offices in Singapore, Australia and throughout the

Asia-Pacific region.

Our highly experienced network of partners and associates have provided expert services to established resort gaming

operators in Australia, the United Kingdom, the Bahamas, the Americas, South Africa, Eastern Europe and throughout SE Asia.

EPA provides clients with strategic planning, market feasibility studies, primary research, due diligence, general counsel,

payroll control, change management process, operations analyses, government relations, responsible gaming initiatives,

business and marketing plans, and reward program design. More information can be found by visiting

www.europacificasia.com

Contact Us For a Proposal Today

Suite 08, 101 Elizabeth Street
Perth WA Australia

Email: info@europacificasia.com Tele: +61 (0) 400118499
www.europacificasia.com
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